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Travels
At training today, Sensei told me he
was really pleased with my waza and
kata. When I did Sesan, he pointed to
O-Sensei’s photo and said he would
cry with happiness. Very big praise
that touched my heart. It’s been a long
path...
I walked into the NDG YMCA in 1969 (Mom & Dad gave
me a year’s membership for XMAS) in February. I saw the
Judo club and it was really love at first sight. I joined up
right away. I had had Dad drive me to a judo/karate club
downtown Montreal a few months beforehand and I didn’t
like the club or the teacher. This time was different. My
Sensei’s name was Schwarbi and he took a liking to me
right away. He kept me after every class to work with me. I
remember he was a big guy with a pot belly. I don’t know
why he liked me but it was probably a combination of being
fairly big, a never-quit attitude and he could see I needed
some direction in my life.
Unfortunately he left after I got my yellow belt and I
went through a stream of teachers up to green belt. Sensei
Mike Litwinczuk was teaching the karate classes at the ‘Y’
and I would watch. I asked him if I could join and he told
me I was too young. A year later I asked him again and
again he told me I was too young. On my fifteenth birthday
I asked him again if I could join. He asked me when my
birthday was and I said ‘today’ (1972). He said – OK, you
can join. I started the next class.
The first day I got my yellow belt, Mike asked me if I
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Academy of Yoshukan
Karate Mississauga
Instructor Zeljko Violoni
recently passed his Sandan (3rd Degree Black
Belt) examination. Already
a Shidoin (Instructor) in the
Yoshukan Karate-do
system, Sensei Violoni has
been a consistent leader
and Sempai to many of the
Academy’s Black Belts and
students.
Sensei Violoni began
his Yoshukan study in the
‘Rock’ before the club
moved to Honbu Dojo and has learned from Kancho Mike
Foster, Sensei Devorah Dometrich and Sensei Masaru
Inomoto over his many years of study.
Zeljko can be frequently found at the Karate Ontario
championships (and a former competitor himself) coaching
our junior students and encouraging their growth. He has
evolved into a solid judge of both kata and kumite.
Sensei Violoni is also an inspiration to his family. His wife
Biliana has her Orange Belt, daughter Leia her Black Belt and
younger daughter, Sanda, is a Ni-dan (2nd Degree Black Belt)
and one of the Academy’s instructors - what a family!
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wanted to spar with him. This was a rare honour. We sparred
for over an hour and then he sparred with me every single
class after that for 4 years. I don’t know what he saw in me
but I suspect it was a combination of being fairly big, a neverquit attitude and he
could see I needed
some direction in my
life. Sensei Litwinczuk
is an extraordinary
man that started his
career as an RCMP
and speaks 5
languages. He
Original CKA Membership Card
produced an unusual
number of top
fighters with his unique insights into coaching and psychology.
I eventually got my Blue Belt in Judo under Sensei Kevin
Jones (a student of Sensei Frank Hatashita) and took over
teaching at the NDG Y. I also continued to train with Sensei
Serge Menard at the
Community Center
and Sensei Don Niiya
at the Westmount Y.
Sensei Niiya told me
to do my Brown Belt
exam in Judo but by
then I was training 4
days/week in karate
(and had done a year
of Greco-Roman
wrestling at the Y)
and 3 days/week in
Judo. I knew it was
time to focus on one
art and chose karate.
By this time I had a
blue belt in both
karate and judo and
had opened up my
first club at Rosedale NDG Dojo 1972
Elementary School in
1974. Sensei Litwinczuk had moved to LaSalle dojo and I also
started the junior karate program at the Y.
We had a unique visitor my first year in the dojo – Kaicho
Mamoru Yamamoto – founder of the Yoshukai system. Kaicho
(Association Chief Instructor) was a 3-time All Japan Kumite
champion and top student of Dr. Tsuyoshi Chitose. YamamotoSensei easily beat all the Black Belt teachers that tried him on
that week and enthralled us with his self-defence skills and
exuberant personality. Who knew that his top student, Sensei
Mike Foster, would someday become my teacher....
I followed Sensei Litwinczuk to LaSalle and got my brown
belt with him in 1974 and black belt in 1975. Sensei had given

me one week’s notice that a senior Japanese teacher was
coming to town (Kaicho Yoshinao Nanbu) and that I would be
testing. I still laugh when I think how I wore my Tokaido gi
that had a 10-inch
whole in the back
(worn away from
sweat). When I was
doing Sesan kata in
front of him in the
exam, I turned and he
and Sensei were
shocked to see the
hole. He leaned over
to my teacher and
said ‘Oh...he’s very
poor isn’t he?....
Sensei played along.
Summer 1977, I
worked in Banff and
Sensei, Mike Litwinczuk, Bill
started a club there. I
Wallace (World Champion)
heard recently that the
club is still going. We used to spar in the woods but had to
wear hats in case of mites. At the end of the summer, I
visited a Kyokushinkai Camp in BC and fought the European
Kyokushinkai champion. The Sensei, Ron Sitrop, said I was
always welcome to come
to his dojo. In 1978 I
worked at a saw mill in
BC and trained with
Sensei Sitrop until the end
of the summer (5
months). He called me in
his office one day and told
me I had to go. He told
me that there can only be
one Sensei in a dojo and
too many of the students
were listening to me. At
the time I didn’t
understand but respect
his decision today. He
was right.
Later in 1977 I
competed at the Jeux
Olympics and our team
won the gold medal. I had
been invited onto the
Shodan grade in 1975!
team by Sensei Fern
Cleroux. I also competed at Concordia University in the first
semi-contact inter-style tournament. I beat the Yoseikan
Champion and tied Phil Gelinas from Kajukenbo (one of my
kumite idols). Years later I saw the Yoseikan Sensei Gian Carlo
Borelli at the Montreal forum and he told me my match with
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his champion was the best match he had ever seen. This was
very touching as he personally had over 500 Black Belts in his
association.
Sensei Litwinczuk graded me to Nidan and then retired in
1978 and I didn’t have a dojo anymore. I trained in Tae Kwon
Do (Sabumnim Joe Donnelly); Shotokan; Shotokai (Sensei
Gene Malec); Shorinjiryu Kenkokan (Sensei Wayne Donivan);
Jui-jitsu and Renbukai. In 1980 Peter Bakimohalis told me

Yoko Tobi Geri (Flying Side Kick) In LaSalle Dojo

about a Chito Ryu camp in Canmore, near Banff (the first
Canadian Chito Ryu camp). Peter Bakimohalis, Bob Wilber and
I went to the camp and met Sensei David Akutagawa &
Sensei Hal Henshal. I and my club joined the Canadian Chito
Ryu Association then over ‘kamikaze’s’ with Sensei
Akutagawa.
This was the time I was competing in open tournaments
and began ‘dojo fighting’ – visiting various dojo and asking if I
could fight their Black Belts. 80% said I wasn’t welcome,
10% would say ‘sure’ and 10% tried to knock my block off. It
was a great time. I have lost track of how many dojo I visited
(typically one/month for many years) but it was a great way to
hone skills and test yourself. I always came home filled with a
sense of peace.
When I returned to Montreal, I started training with Sensei
Shane Higashi in Toronto and felt like I had finally found my
teacher. Sensei Higashi is a true Bunkai master and is one of
the most senior karate-do teachers in Canada. He has truly
devoted himself to his art and has been teacher to many of
Canada’s most senior teachers. During this time I was running
the NDG Y Karate Club. I would bring Higashi-Sensei in on
occasion and would often travel to Toronto to train with him.
In 1980 I wrote the self-defence and security booklet
(Advanced Security) and met with Jim Anderson and Dr. Joel

Hartt from the John
Abbott Police
technology
department. We got
the Montreal Forum
security contract and
I trained all their
security, police,
ushers and
usherettes. We also
trained the
Westmount Police
and the PSBGM
Principles in SelfDefence.
In 1981, Betty
and I moved to
Oshawa with new
Higashi Sensei NDG 1980
jobs at Procter &
Gamble and I started
teaching regularly at Higashi-dojo. I contributed to the first
Canadian Chito Ryu Technical Manual. I had a number of
outstanding dojo mates in Sensei Peter Giffen, Sensei
Dominic Pitto,
Sensei Art Bellhouse
and Sensei
Romualdo Ferri.
After 2 years in
Ontario, we moved
to Fredericton and I
joined the
Fredericton Chito
Ryu club under
Sensei John Rowan.
I remember breaking
his brother-in-law’s
nose with a hook
kick the first night in
the dojo... John
must have thought...
OMG what have I
got here! HigashiCompetition Days
Sensei came to
Halifax to teach a seminar and I trained with him there. At the
end of the seminar (there were around 30 Black Belts),
Higashi Sensei told everyone who I was and that I was going
to teach them all how to fight! I still remember the 30 bullseyes pointed on my back!
I was able to visit dojo all over New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and PEI during this time. Because my Mom lives in BC
I also visited many dojo out there including Shito Ryu and
Goju Ryu dojo. Over time I have visited dojo across Canada,
USA; Iceland; Norway; Germany; and Japan. They are all the
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same in spite of their regional differences. I am often amazed
at how consistent the budo experience is across so many
cultures. I passed my Sandan in 1983 with Higashi-Sensei.
Ted Yongblut Sensei was one of the examiners (a world class
fighter). I had expected to do my Sandan exam with O-Sensei
in Banff the year before but just as I walked up to do my test,
Higashi Sensei told me... not today. It was crushing.
In 1984 we came back to Toronto with my new job at
Xerox and I started training/teaching again at Higashi’s. This
continued until we moved back to Montreal in 1987 and I
started teaching again at NDG Dojo. Peter Berg, Bobby
Wilber, Peter Bakimohalis, Jonathan Marsh and Thierry
Debeur had kept the dojo going. Jim Ashley, Dave Francis and
Raymond Tempier were students then. I was also learning
some Kali with Sifu Phil Gelinas and had been teaching the
John Abbott police recruits (approx. 2,000) and Women’s SelfDefence classes at Concordia; McGill; Dawson; and Vanier for
many years.
This was the last time I trained with O-Sensei Tsuyoshi
Chitose (had also trained with him in Banff in1982) and met
Yasuhiro Chitose (Waka Sensei), Katoh-Sensei and Sakamoto-

Japan training in 1989

Sensei. I also trained under Sensei Bill Dometrich in 1982 and
1984. It was great to train under a senior teacher that was
Gaijin! He understood our body and temperament and could
explain technical intricacies! Training with Higashi-Sensei was
very hard and many workouts required a rush outside to
throw up. We couldn’t understand why he was pushing us so
hard until we went to the Banff camp and everyone else was
dying while we were in great shape! Also met Kenzo DozonoSensei there. I followed him on a three-mile run (we all wore
running shoes) but he insisted on running bare feet through
the rocks; pebbles and branches. I ran behind him the whole
way because I wanted to see this for myself. He never
complained... tough guy! Years later Dozono Sensei and I lead
the Karate Ontario Technical Committee (with Sensei Dozono
as Chairman and me as Vice-Chairman).
In 1989 I went to Japan for the first time and had super

training. 6
days/week with
Soke and Sempai
Hiroshi Tanaka.
Started everyday
with 30 minutes
meditation and then
speed drills. Lost 25
lbs. in no time and
drank a gallon of
water every class
(summertime was
around 103° F).
Trained with
Inomoto-Sensei
(kobudo), Shiogai
Sensei (goshin
Mokosou (meditation) in Kumamoto
jutsu),
Katoh-Sensei
each morning!
(kake te ho) and
Kugizake Sensei (kumite drills). Sakamoto-Sensei was also
around and helping out. I also trained in Iaido with TashiroSensei. He would bring me out to the army base to train with
his military students. Training was great, however, driving
there with him scared the hell out of me! I came back into
Honbu dojo one night (no doubt, white as a ghost) and Soke
looked at me and said ‘Scary, huh!). I received my 4th Dan
and Shidoin (senior instructor licence) in late 1989 (Higashi
Sensei sent me an XMAS card 3 months after my test with
‘Congratulations on passing your Yondan’...).
When I returned to Montreal I pitched CFCF Cable on a
Self-Defence Show and they agreed. We shot 10 Community
Self-Defence Shows and they liked it so much they brought
us back to film another 10. Around this time Shihan Louise
Provencher joined us from another club and Sensei Betty
Gormley started the Willingdon Elementary School club. Our
TV show
ended up
being carried
coast-to-coast
by every
major cable
station in
Canada.
When I
brought the
demo tape
into CFTO in
Purchasing my first sword (Denko Desu) –
Toronto (who
Lightning!
had encouraged me to do the cable show first to see if there was
interest) they looked at it and said...’no thanks....
I went back to Japan to train in 1993 and wrote Advanced
Kumite in 1995. Around this time, I was invited to teach in
Continued on Page 5
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Iceland (my student Kris Torfason had started a Chito Ryu club
there) and Norway (Oslo and Bergen). Sensei Rebecca Khoury
came with me and we taught many, many students on a

Honbu Dojo Training 1993

demanding schedule. I went back to Japan again in 1996 to
train (I was with The Caldwell Partners at that time) and
trained with Soke (Yasuhiro Chitose). We moved to
Mississauga in 1996 and Louise Provencher took over NDG
Dojo. I traveled out to Seattle to train with Sensei Mike Foster
in 1996 and joined his organization, Yoshukai International, as
the new Honbu-Cho (Head Instructor) for Canada. Sensei
Foster followed protocol and had me hand-deliver letters to
both Higashi-Sensei and O-Sensei Masami Tsuruoka – Chief
Instructor of the
National Karate
Association and the
Father of Karate in
Canada.
I had started the
study of Iaido in
1988 and received
my Sho-dan in 1994
from the Canadian
Kendo Association.
My teacher, Sensei
Yukio (Fred)
Shihan Louise Provencher and
Okimura was a
Kancho Robertson
© Ian Barrett
treasure and had
also been my Judo Sensei many years before. He was a great
example of a gentle soul with an iron will. Sensei passed
away in the late 90s and is missed by all who had the
privilege to learn from him.
We opened our Academy of Yoshukai Karate in 1997 in
Mississauga with 3 students. I went to 7 Yoshukai summer
camps in a row and introduced Yoshukai to Canada. I also
wrote the Yoshukai Canada Technical Manual to the great

concern of many of the Yoshukai teachers. They gave Sensei
Foster lots of grief over this but his response was it was
needed and why hadn’t they done it! Over time, most got a
copy themselves. I learned lots of valuable waza from Sensei
Foster. I still consider him to be one of the world’s best martial
artists and teachers. He has always been a pillar of integrity and
his influence on our Yoshukan system is indelible.
Our Academy grew to over 120 students in Mississauga
and in 1998 Foster-Sensei passed me for my Godan-Shihan
grade. Yoshukai in Quebec also grew to 3 dojos under
Louise’s terrific leadership. I began studying under DevorahDometrich Sensei in Kobudo around this time and moved over
from the Inoue (Japan) system to the Akamine (Okinawan)
system. I had spent years in the Inoue system but HigashiSensei was not, at the time, doing any examinations. When I
saw Dometrich-Sensei, I understand how kobudo was
supposed to be! Her waza is world-class and she has been a
true mentor for me.
We began our
Yoshukai summer camps
around 2000 and have
held them regularly since.
In 2004 Sensei Foster
graded me to 6th Dan and
Sensei Masaru Inomoto
graded me to 6th Dan,
Renshi in Jikkishin Ryu
(his Chito Ryu system).
I went back to Japan in
2002 and trained with
Inomoto-Sensei again.
Training with InomotoSensei is fantastic
because he is a Karate-do
Sensei (9th Dan), Kobudo
Okimura-Sensei (Iaido and
Sensei
(8th Dan) and Iaido
Judo Sensei)
Sensei (8th Dan). So a
typical training session with Sensei involves all three arts (and
others he is an expert at). Plus, he and Dometrich-Sensei
learned from the same teacher so I am blessed to be taught
by two fantastic teachers that are themselves connected.
In 2003 I tested for Godan in front of the National Karate
Association (NKA) Technical Committee. Lead by O-Sensei
Masami Tsuruoka the committee includes Sensei Alex Waith
(Wado Ryu); Sensei Yoshiaki Sato (Shito Ryu); Sensei Suenori
Tominaga (Shotokan); Sensei Takeshi Uchiage (Goju Ryu) and
Sensei Shane Higashi (Chito Ryu). The committee is assisted
& organized by Sensei David Chong, an old friend from Chito
Ryu days. The committee also provided official style
recognition to our new association – the Yoshukan Karate
Association.
We officially launched our new Association in summer
2004 and Kenzo Dozono Sensei; Devorah Dometrich Sensei
Continued on Page 6
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and Masaru Inomoto
Sensei were at our
camp. What a thrill
to have these great
teachers at the
launch of our
association! I also
launched our DVD
series of all the
Yoshukan technique
(8 hours!) that year. I
wanted something
our teachers could
refer to as they
taught in their own,
remote, dojos. We
Kancho and Sensei Gormley 1998
now have many
senior teachers including; Shihan Louise Provencher (5th
Dan); Sensei Peter Bakimohalis (4th Dan); Sensei Rebecca
Khoury (4th Dan); Sensei Sean Donahue (4th Dan), Sensei
Betty Gormley (4th Dan) and Sensei Robert Kalinowicz (3rd
Dan).
In 2007, our entire family (Renée, Jake, Betty, I) visited
Japan again and trained with Inomoto-Sensei. Renée passed
her Ni-dan with Sensei. Being a young fighter she wanted to
test herself against some Japanese champions but didn’t
have the opportunity. However, she was undefeated in Kata &
Kumite for many years in Ontario (Ontario Champion for 6
years) won many Canadian Championship medals and
performed spectacularly with a Silver and Bronze medals at
the Jr. Pan Am Championships in Santiago, Chile and San
Salvadore, El Salvadore. Jake got his Black Belt in 2006 and
had a strong competitive career. No doubt he could have been
a kumite champion if music hadn’t become his priority.

Renée’s kata is still one of the best in the country. Perhaps
someday she will compete again. She’s spectacular to watch!
Well, it’s 2012 now and Sensei Inomoto has graded me to
7th dan, Kyoshi grade. I feel nothing but humility. So many
great teachers, so many great students and so many years
under the bridge. It has been a lifetime of training – learning –
fighting and now teaching. My body is showing wear & tear,
but I feel so fortunate to have walked into the NDG Y that
Saturday so many years ago. It is no exaggeration that budo
has saved my life and put me on a path of growth, travel and
learning. It has been a lifelong passion that has nourished my
soul. I know I still have much more to learn about budo and
myself but look back on these 43 years and feel like it has
been time well spent.

Sarah Perez and class trying to hold out the perfect sidekick
at the YMCA of St-Laurent

Sarah Perez competing to enter the Quebec Team

Dometrich-Sensei, Romualdo-Sensei, Inomoto-Sensei,
Sutherland Sensei and Robertson family
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Hanshi Masaru Inomoto
Although the
Yoshukan Karate
Association is an
entity onto itself, we
are the beneficiaries
of the patronage of
one of the globe’s
most senior martial
arts teachers, Hanshi
(Grandmaster)
Masaru Inomoto.
Sensei Inomoto lives
and teaches at his
magnificent dojo in
Kumamoto, Kyushu,
Japan. Formerly a
Inomoto-Sensei
Captain in the Japan
Self-Defence forces,
Sensei Inomoto has devoted his life to his family, his study of
martial arts and his career.
My association with Sensei began in 1989 when I was
studying Chito Ryu at the Honbu Dojo in Kumamoto, Japan.
O-Sensei Chitose had a senior group of students (8th Dan and
up!) that had spent decades studying with him and living in
close proximity. This created a wealth of knowledge as each
of his senior teachers had developed their own areas of
expertise and followers. It was common for visiting ‘Gaijin’ to
visit other sanctioned dojo and expand our knowledge and
understanding of our art.
At the time, I was living & training with Soke (the 7th
Grandmaster of Chito Ryu) who had taken over leadership of
Chito Ryu after his father passed away in 1984. A typical day
started at 6:00 am with 1/2 hour of mokusou (meditation) at

the family shrine and then 2 hours of training with Soke and
his uchi-deschi (private, live-in student), Hiroshi Tanaka. We
would then have breakfast with the whole family and be free
until evening classes. Typically, we would fill our day with
more practice in the dojo, hitting the makiwara or walking into
town and visiting various notable locations around the city.
Having free time during the day, we would frequently visit
with many of the other senior teachers of the art that lived in
the area. I had the opportunity to learn from some of the
most senior teachers including: Kugizaki-Sensei (Kumite
Master); Shiogai-Sensei (Self Defence Master); Katoh-Sensei
(Kata Master) and Tashiro-Sensei (Sword Master). However, I
kept hearing about one of O-Sensei’s most senior students
who was a master at all aspects of budo including the
bayonet; sword, okinawan weapons and karate. This was a
master I had to meet!

Inomoto-Sensei and Daughter Mami – demonstrating
Tanto-Jutsu

The opportunity arose to visit this famous teacher, Masaru
Inomoto-Sensei and I was brought over to his dojo by Tanakasan. Sensei had built a large, gorgeous dojo not far from OSensei’s house. The entire first floor was the dojo with his
family’s accomodation on the second floor. The entrance to
his dojo had three prominent trees; Lemon; Pine and Bamboo
and the combination of the three trees denoted peace,
perseverance and an unbending will. Walking in to the dojo
took my breath away. Here was a dojo that by Canadian
standards would be large. In Japan it dwarfed any other I had
seen. The hardwood floor looked like it had been polished a
thousand times and the dojo Kamiza (small house at the front
of the dojo) was surrounded by the requisite Japan flag and
fresh ferns.
Even more impressive were the photos and diplomas of
Sensei Inomoto's grand-daughter, Raisa, carrying on his
tradition of martial arts excellence....and fun!
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Sensei Inomoto. Each of Sensei’s instructors were 10th Dan
Grandmasters of their arts (Karate-do, Iaido, Kobudo) and
famous throughout Japan & Okinawa as leaders of their
systems. Inomoto-Sensei named his system ‘Jikkishin Ryu’
which translates as ‘straight from the heart’ out of recognition
that each of his Masters were the ‘heart’ of their systems.

beanbag pillow for me) and spending hours each day training
me. His generosity was extraordinary and I commented to
him at one point that I felt a little embarrassed that he was so
generous with me when I wasn’t even wearing his crest of
paying dues to his association. His response was typical
Inomoto and has stayed with me ever since...’We are all
brothers in budo’.
Anyone that has spent the 40+ years I have in martial arts
knows that there are, unfortunately, too many large egos in
our corner of the arts. However, I have never seen the
slightest ego from this amazing master. Always humble,
gentle and quick to smile. His sincerity is infectious and his
positive interaction with everyone he meets leaves them with
a spring in their step. Clearly this is a master of life that
happens to use budo as his path.
This recent trip was another wonderful opportunity to
learn from my teacher. Sensei and I spent hours each day
going over all our system’s kata & bunkai. Whatever question
I had, Sensei had an answer. To bridge the communication
gap (between my pigeon Japanese and Sensei’s English) I
would email Sensei my questions the night before (using
Google Translate) and Sensei would come to our training with
the answers already typed up!

Jake and Renée training in Inomoto dojo (2007) in
Kumamoto, Japan

When I arrived, Sensei Inomoto was practicing iaido
(sword) and I learned that his discipline was such that he
trained in the sword every day at noon...without fail! As soon
as he finished he came over with his well-known smile and
made me feel welcome. We trained in Sai that day and I left
being especially impressed with his knowledge, technique
and his budo ‘spirit’.
Over the last 23 years I have visited Kumamoto 6 times
and each time I spent more and more time with InomotoSensei as he was so generous with his outstanding insights
into budo (martial arts). I recall on one visit staying in Sensei’s
home (where he had made up a traditional Japanese bed and
Kancho Robertson and Inomoto-Sensei

Mami with Kodomo (children) in Inomoto-dojo

With his unusual mastery of so many budo, we also had the
great opportunity to practice our weapons, along with Karatedo. Sensei’s daughter, Mami, has been active teaching at her
father’s Honbu dojo and is also a first-class technician in kata;
kumite and kobudo. She would assist Sensei with the twoperson techniques Sensei was teaching and clearly was a
future leader of her system. It is my sincere hope to bring both
Sensei and Mami over to Canada if the opportunity presents.
When I look back at my first day stepping into the NDG
YMCA club to now learning directly from this incredible master,
I marvel at my good fortune. In the meantime, I am returning to
Canada with a book filled with new notes and lessons from this
extraordinary master. As he said to me during one of our
training sessions – ‘Earl-san. O-Sensei Chitose to me to you to
your students. There is no shorter path...’
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Yoshukan DVDs – White Belt to 5th Dan
All Kata; Bunkai; Kumite; Ukemi; Kobudo and Goshin Jutsu
demonstrated by Kancho Robertson from beginner to
5th Degree Black Belt in the Yoshukan System.

$29.95 each or both for $49.95. Please add $15 for
shipping & handling charges. Payments can be made
by credit card or check at the Mississauga dojo.

ZANSHIN
2355 Royal Windsor Drive, Unit 9
Mississauga, ON L5J 4S8
Phone: 905.919.1919
Email: iaito@sympatico.ca
Website: www.yoshukankarate.com
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